
Prior Authorizations are complicated and confusing. 40% 
of PAs abandon due to complex approval policies. For 
the advanced diagnostic testing that typically required a 
PA, that leaves the lab to run the test and report and then 
figure out the reimbursement later. Patient care can be 
impacted if they opt-out or delay necessary diagnostic 
procedures because of the complexity of the prior 
authorization process.

XIFIN has teamed up with PriorAuthNow to deliver a time 
and money saving automated prior authorization solution 
where all prior authorizations are submitted, monitored, 
and completed and automatically routed to the XIFIN 
RPM 9 revenue cycle management solution.

HELPING YOU EXPERIENCE 
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION 
SIMPLICITY & INCREASING 
YOUR REVENUE

PriorAuthNow, the leading solution for automating prior authorizations, is now 
available for XIFIN RPM 9 customers seeking increased revenue and a simplified 
prior authorization process for their lab, clients, and patients.
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PriorAuthNow leverages data to capture 
guideline changes in real-time.

Analytics Approach to Market 
Access

Real-time auth details and status visibility for 
manufacturers, requesting physicians, and 
rendering facilities.

Network Connectivity

Best-in-class workflow reduces training costs 
and increases retention.

Clear & Enforceable Clincial 
Guidelines

Network benchmarkeing and reporting by 
payor and procedure type allows for accurate 
forcasting.

Reporting & Data Analysis

Learn more at www.XIFIN.com/PriorAuthNow
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PriorAuthNow’s powerful, secure software works with your existing systems and connects with all insurance companies, 
making it the fastest, most economical way to submit, monitor, and complete prior authorizations. Increase your revenue, 
decrease your claim denials, reduce administrative costs, and gain visibility into operational and financial performance with 
XIFIN RPM 9, the revenue cycle management system that hundreds of laboratories rely on to process more than 200 million 
medical claims annually.

There is a lot of information payers need of 
which you might not be aware. PriorAuthNow does 
the thinking for you, keeping up-to-date records of all 
policy changes and payer requirements, such as medical 
necessity and required documentation.

Submit prior authorizations to all insurance 
companies in the same place, the same way, every single 
time using PriorAuthNow software. The internal routing 
engine knows precisely where to send and receive prior 
authorizations, so you can do more in less time.

With an automated prior authorization 
process and online communication included within 
your existing workflows, the simplicity of PriorAuthNow 
translates to more approvals and fewer write-offs for 
unauthorized services.

Protect patient confidentiality with our HIPAA-
compliant PriorAuthNow software utilizing the Microsoft 
Azure Platform.

Let PriorAuthNow do the heavy lifting of 
the prior authorization process. The completed prior 
authorization is then sent to XIFIN RPM 9’s automated 
workflow which will attach the appropriate documentation 
and authorizations for reimbursement or will hold until 
the right time for claim processing. Error processing is  
enhanced with the ability to flag “prior authorization” 
issues and get them resolved more quickly.

Easily see the status of all prior authorization 
activity, additional information requests, and replies with 
the simple, interactive PriorAuthNow dashboard. The 
application tracks the life cycle of each prior authorization 
to ensure everything is done correctly the first time, and 
you can digitally view all interactions, time- and date-
stamped, in chronological order.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Remove All Prior Authorization 
Guesswork

Real-Time Status Updates & 
Determinations

Establish a Centralized Prior 
Authorization Submission Process

Better Reimbursements Through 
Automated Workflow

Reduce Calls & Handwritten 
Forms Maintain Confidentiality & Keep Data 

Secure

Interested in learning more about how XIFIN RPM 9 and PriorAuthNow 
can improve your prior authorization process and increase your revenue?

Call us at 858-436-2995, email us at info@xifin.com
or visit www.XIFIN.com/PriorAuthNow


